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About This Content

The Cold War has turned hot and nuclear conflict is inevitable. Prepare the island nation of Tropico for the coming apocalypse
and carefully choose which resources and factions to save from certain eradication. The new Nuclear Shelter provides and

converts faction bonuses depending on its work mode. Don the new Hazmat suit and choose the Survivalist trait to become a
true doomsday prepper.

Key Features:

New building: Nuclear Shelter (provides bonuses depending on work mode)

New trait: Survivalist (Tropicans need less food)

New outfit: Hazmat suit

New mission: How I learned to love the bomb - Survive a doomsday scenario
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Title: Tropico 4: Apocalypse
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Franchise:
Tropico
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit), Vista / 7 (32 or 64-bit)

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Shadermodel 3.0 (Geforce 6600 or higher, Radeon X1600-Serie), 256 MB, DirectX 9.0c

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German
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10\/10
Brilliant tower defense in VR. Fun, challenging, brilliant.. -- .-'--`-._
- '-O---O--' Running in the 90's \u266a. it's really fun i don't see why everyone hates it it takes a little to get use to it. What the
hell did I just play.
Very random puzzles where one often does not know what to do. Very boring HO-scenes that prolongen the game, badly
designed backgrounds. No voiceover, no existing story.
Overall a bad game. Tremendous fun. Decent AI, interesting campaign missions.. You need some freedom.
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I gotta be honest, tho, system requirements on the store page mentioned that it needs NVIDIA GPU cards to run this game, but
actually, it can on AMD (ATI) GPU cards. I played this game about 10 hours non-stop and it's pretty promising for a new
generation of Ace Combat games. Classic, yet modern. Know what I'm saying?

60 fps in Core i5-6400U CPU, Radeon RX 470 Graphics GPU, and 16 GB RAM. Quite loudy fan on my PC, but plays about 60
fps - smooth.

This game is perhaps one of a kind, and different than the previous titles I played so far. Classic plane shoot-down style and
airstrike on those enemy ground forces, not like Assault Horizon, with DFM, ASM, that sort of thing...
And the Skies Unknown... man, it sure like bringing back the good old days in elementary school.

A bit of dislike, however. With the classic style, I found a bit difficulty in shooting down planes with machine gun and laser
weaponry. This is like back in my LockOn: Flaming Cliffs 2 days (or today the DCS: World) that machine gun reticle must be at
the center of the target. Well, with more realism style like cloud cover and interactive cockpit while maintaining the arcade
style of the previous titles, this is where the key of efficiency comes in. TBH, a lot of training must be put in this game if you
are a fan of Ace Combat games, or those who likes both arcade and realism style.

I bought this game on my birthday, and it's the best gift I've ever had. I would recommend this if you are an Ace Combat fan
like me.. This isn't a "game" as much as it is a money making device for the developers. It does not attempt to be fun... ever.
It is horrifyingly repetetive. It actively screws you over repeatedly. You will feel foolish every time you boot it up. They
could've taken their interesting Asian mythological/historical world and crafted a good story-based HOG from it and sold it
for $10 apiece and people would've bought it. Instead it's this "free" game that desperately tries to trick you out of your
money rather than earn it.

EDIT: Apparently, this is no longer ftp but now costs $10. These devs have absolutely no shame. DISGRACEFUL!. this is the
2nd most played game on my steam
this isn't even a game. Playing this trilogy for the second time through. While not graphically superior to any RPG of late,
this game franchise has one of the most involved story lines you could ever ask for. Seriously deep character development are
coupled with a world that you will completely get lost in. The story will take you through a lifetime of betrayal, friendships
and evil that will leave you speechless. Any fan of RPG's will be right at home here with a D&D style interface, Ultima style
spell books and some of the most memorable adventures I have personally ever been a part of. Every second of this game
drips with pure love from the developer whom I can only assume is an even bigger nerd than I am :). Musynx is a rhythm
game, that is a really good game but guys, dlc slapped in your face is not a nice start, we all want the complete game when we
buy a game, so the optional dlc got to be less stressful gameplay wise, the templates for the levels works like a chapter thing,
each chapter having a unique visual style, they all look very nice, a lot of blinking light effects, so if this is not your thing
there is that, for the most part the musics are pop music, it seems there is some vocaloid musics too, if you don't hear vocaloid
and utaus, its very good, its sinthetic voice, most of this musics are pop as well, there is a button to hide dlc songs, ui is
amazing, no bs tutorials, is right on the ui, not very punishing, it have some hard levels, make sure you click on "hard"
button before start for get the better experience, but sure if you never played a rhythm game before I would say start from
easy mode, the worst thing about the game is that sometimes in some levels, in many levels, the speed goes crazy and you don't
know what to do, but the game runs really nice on my potato, so probably if you have a video card you are good to go.

+amazing pop musics
+some levels are hard
+casual players will feel right at home
-dlc right "in your face" sort of ea quality

10/10. Very entertaining.
10\/10.
Would buy again.. Buggy but fun :). its a great game from the old times.
DONT BUY STEAM VERSION THOUGH.
it is very unstable. i got dropped a lot, you will have to do file swapping before instalation and there is no steam integration,
besides paying your money & getting a bugged instalation via steam.... Best...Game...Ever. Turd, won't run on new machine
and after trying all the compatabiluty modes, crashes when trying to play mission or campaign. Save your money and get a
newer game.
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